The Legal Nurse Consultant

A Legal Nurse Consultant is a Registered Nurse who brings specialized education and clinical expertise to the medically related issues of the litigation process. Legal Nurse Consultants review and analyze medical records and provide informed opinions on health care delivery and the resulting outcomes.

Introduction to Legal Nurse Consulting will give you the knowledge, skills and confidence to practice as a Canadian Legal Nurse Consultant. Learn a new way to apply your nursing expertise and revolutionize your career.

Chris Rokosh, RN. LNC, PNC(C), will be the primary instructor for the Introduction to Legal Nurse Consulting course. Chris has over 30 years of nursing experience and has reviewed over 300 medical malpractice cases in her successful career. Chris is a dynamic speaker and entrepreneur with the knowledge and background to guide you into this exciting new career path.

The course includes contributions from numerous guest speakers including lawyers, experienced Legal Nurse Consultants, and business specialists. The education provided is extensive, thorough, interesting and practical—all that you need to get started as a Legal Nurse Consultant in Canada.

The Role of the Legal Nurse Consultant (LNC)
- The LNC in practice
- Life as a Consultant
- Relationships with lawyers
- Mock Trial
- Law 101

The Expert Witness
- Medical record review
- Developing a case chronology
- Essential elements of the expert witness report
- Learning to focus on issues

Canadian Law and Business
- Operating a business in Canada
- Canada’s legal system
- LNC Ethics, Billing
- Panel discussion on LNC roles

Course Curriculum

For further course information and registration details:

www.ConnectMLX.com

For further information, please visit

www.ConnectMLX.com or contact Info@ConnectMLX.com